(Abstract)
Based on the trend of mobile phones recently produced, it is clear that the dynamic adapted interface is rapidly replacing the existing physical interface. However the usability of the dynamic adapted interface has not been clearly verified either academically or practically. The authors of this paper doubted the usability of the dynamic adapted interface because it was commonly believed that this interface might promote user's emotional satisfaction. However, it was not able to find research that carefully considered its functional usability such as completion of task performance. Therefore, the authors conducted an experiment to examine the usability value of the dynamic adapted interface using two different types of mobile phone's directional key especially focusing on learnability. The results of the experiment showed that both instant functional usability and user's emotional satisfaction of the dynamic adapted directional key was worse than those of the static directional key when participants of the experiment just used them without any prior experience. However, it was found that participants' satisfaction with the dynamic adapted directional key was highly increased when they repeatedly used the interface 10 times. In addition, it was able to see that the learnablity of the dynamic adapted directional key was better than that of the static directional key in spite of some exceptional cases. Although the results did not show the same results with all the tasks examined in the experience, it is believed that the potential value of the dynamic adapted interface was verified from the experiment, and this research might become the foundations of further research.
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